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We present a solution generating technique for anisotropic fluids which preserves
specific Killing symmetries. Anisotropic matter distributions that can be used with
the one parameter Ehlers–Geroch transform are discussed. Example space–times
that support the appropriate anisotropic stress-energy are found and the transforma-
tion applied. The 311 black string solution is one of the space–times with the
appropriate matter distribution. Use of the transform with a black string seed is
discussed. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1448683#
I. INTRODUCTION
Physically relevant solution generating techniques were developed in the 1960s and
Ehlers,1 Harrison,2 and Geroch3,4 showed that a projective transform on the norm and twist (l,v),
of a Killing vector will generate a Killing vector with norm and twist (l8,v8). Starting with a
vacuum space–time and a twist-free Killing vector, their method adds twist. For example,
method applied to the vacuum Schwarzschild metric generates a NUT metric. The gene
method can be applied to any vacuum space–time with a Killing vector and has been gene
to the Einstein–Maxwell spaces5 and to some matter space–times.6 The extension to matte
metrics is restrictive; Stephani7 has shown that the only two equations of state that can be tre




Raca and Zsigrai8 have also considered solution generating on fluids with this equation of s
The result clearly applies to fluids with isotropic stress. A close examination of the method u
generate the allowed matter distributions shows that it can be generalized to fluids with aniso
stresses.
There has been increasing interest in general relativistic systems with anisotropic stres
rera and Santos9 have reviewed some of the possible causes and the related general rela
solutions. Anisotropic fluid spheres have been a useful model for discussing anisotropy sin
early work of Bowers and Liang10 on anisotropic fluid spheres. More recently Corchero11 has
discussed a post-Newtonian approximation to anisotropic fluid spheres. Daset al.12 and Das and
Kloster13 have investigated the spherically symmetric collapse of anisotropic fluid objects i
black hole. Hernandez, Lunez, and Percoco14 have treated anisotropy and nonlocal equations
state in radiating spheres. Conformally flat anisotropic spheres were examined by Herreraet al.15
Glass and Krisch16 have discussed diffusion induced anisotropies in a Vaidya atmosphere
lowing up the recent interest in dimensional effects, Harko and Mak17 discussed charged aniso
tropic fluid spheres inD-dimensions. Anisotropy in cosmological solutions has also been stu
by McManus and Coley,18 vandenHoogen and Coley,19 Giovannini,20 and Rainsford.21 Relative
motion as a source of anisotropy in multifluid systems was suggested long ago by Je22
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anisotropic pressures and has given the standard two-fluid stress energy form.
Physically, anisotropy is finding increasing application in systems at the density extrem
very compact objects and very diffuse mass clusters. This increasing interest in fluid solution
anisotropic pressures suggests it would be of interest to extend the solution generating tec
to space–times that have anisotropic fluid content. While it is relatively simple to create a
tropic fluid solutions by changing the functional dependence of metric potentials, the gene
technique here will preserve specific Killing symmetries while obtaining new anisotropic
tions.
In Sec. II, we briefly review the formalism that leads to the isotropic pressure restriction
the standard solution generating technique. The extension to anisotropic stresses follows
from this. Isotropic seed space–times are discussed in Sec. III. Some examples of space
containing the allowed anisotropies are in Sec. IV. Killing symmetries for the possible aniso
spaces are covered in Sec. V, and Sec. VI has a discussion of the effect of the Geroch tr
mation on the fluid description in these spaces.
II. FORMALISM
A. The Killing description
Let (M ,gab) be a solution of the Einstein field equations with energy densityr and isotropic
pressureP. Assume thatgab has a Killing vectorj




The induced metric on the three-dimensional space of vectors orthogonal to the Killing vec
hab5gab2jajb /l. ~3!




wheregab is conformally related tohab ,
3 v is the scalar potential associated with the Killin
twist, andDa is the covariant derivative for metricgab .
B. Vacuum space–times
Consider the action written in the conformal three-space ofgab ,
I 5E d3xAgFR2 12l2 ~DalDal1DavDav!G . ~5!





whered is a transformation parameter. The action is invariant under this transformation, s
have added twist to the Killing vector withgab unchanged and can generate the new 311
space–time,gab8 , from the formalism. The development of the transformation method is desc
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The generation method as described by Geroch3,4 for vacuum will be the same in the matte
space–times. Starting with metricgab , define formsaa , ba , and ha based on a seed Killing












The norm of the Killing vector becomes
l85l/F. ~10!





These are the equations that will generate the new space–time from static seed metrics.
III. ISOTROPIC MATTER DESCRIPTIONS
A. Isotropic model 1
To find the isotropic matter space–times that can be used with this method, consid
action24
I 5E d3xAgFR2 DalDal2l2 1CG ~12!
with C a specified function. Stephani7 has shown that the Ricci tensor in four dimensions is
Rab52Culu~gab2jajb /l! ~13!
and clearly the action will be invariant under the projective transform ont. I the isotropic case
this Ricci tensor is associated with a perfect fluid forja timelike. The fluid has an equation of sta
r13P50, with 8pr53Cl/2.
B. Isotropic model 2
A second action that one can consider is24
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a50. ~15!
The four-dimensional Ricci tensor for this action is
Rab5sasb ~16!
which, in the isotropic case, describes a perfect fluid if the Killing vector is spacelike. The




Solution generating with both of these isotropic forms has been examined by Garfinkle, Glas
Krisch.25
IV. ANISOTROPIC MATTER DESCRIPTION
The form of the Ricci tensor will be the same for fluids with nonisotropic stress. The st

















(3)1S r2pS2 Dgab , ~20!
wherepS5p11p21p3 .
A. Anisotropic model 1
Consider Ricci tensorRab52Culu(gab2jajb /l). There are two Killing vector possibilities
ja5lua andja5lea
(1) , where we have chosenea
(1) for convenience. The timelike Killing vecto
will generate isotropic stress. Consider the spacelike vectorja5lea














Contracting withua we find
~1/8p!2Culu5r1pS . ~23!
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B. Anisotropic model 2
Consider Ricci tensorRab5sasb . This Ricci tensor model requires that the vectors
a be
orthogonal to the Killing vector. Again there are two choices for the Killing vector, and in
model it is the timelike Killing vector that generates the anisotropic stress energy. Considja
















(3)1S r2pS2 Dgab . ~27!






The indices can be relabeled to describesa lying alongea
(2) or ea
(3) .
V. SPACE–TIMES FOR THE ANISOTROPIC MATTER DISTRIBUTIONS
In Sec. IV we examined two anisotropic models. One has a timelike Killing vector and o
spacelike Killing vector. We now find examples of space–times that could contain the aniso
matter distribution.
A. Timelike Killing vector
For density and pressuresr5p152p252p3 consider the metric with functionx(z):
ds252e2nx dt21dz21e2x~dr 21r 2 dw2!. ~29!
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ds252~az1b!2n/(n12)dt21dz21~az1b!2/(n12)~dr 21r 2 dw2!. ~32!
For n51, this space–time is conformally flat.
B. Spacelike Killing vector
A simple space–time whose fluid content has the necessary anisotropic structure is th
formally flat space–time with metric
ds25e2az~2dt21dr 21r 2 dw21dz2!. ~33!






where pk are the radial andw-stresses. The negative density does not readily lend itself
physical description. An interesting space–time that also has the appropriate anisotropic








In 211 there is a stress energy
Tii 5L3gii




which has the required anisotropic stress-energy structure. The relation between the 211 BTZ
solution and the 311 black string has been studied by Lemos and Zanchin.29 The negative density
in this case can be physically motivated from the cosmological constant. It will be of intere
apply the Geroch transform to this 311 BTZ lift and then project back down to 211 to examine
the effects on the cosmological fluid.
VI. APPLYING THE GEROCH TRANSFORMATION
In this section we will use the Geroch formalism described by Eqs.~7!–~10! to add twist to the
Killing vectors of our example space–times. The new space–time will be generated and the
of the transformation on the fluid parameters examined.
A. Timelike Killing vector
The space–time with a timelike Killing vector that we found had metric
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21F dz21F~az1b!2/(n12)~dr 21r 2 dw2!.
~41!









The projective transform on the Killing parameters that generates the new space–time h
fixed points. For the case where the initial space is twist free, the fixed points of the proje
transform arel561. For this example,F51 at the fixed points, and the fluid parameters are
same in both the seed and transformed space–times.
B. Spacelike Killing vector
In this example, we wish to add twist to a spacelike Killing vector. We will consider the lif







There are two Killing vector choices:ja
(w) or ja
(z) . We will work with the w-Killing vector and
assume that the metric remains independent of thez-coordinate. From Eq.~7! we have
ja
(w)j (w)
a 5l5r 2, ~45!
a t,z2az,t52h tzrw~2m1L3r
2!. ~46!
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This black string solution is an anisotropic member of the cylindrical black hole solution fa
discussed by Lemos.30
Using d5p/2, it is easy to see the effect of the transform on the fluid parameters. Fo
value, the new 311 space–time becomes
ds25r 4F2~2m1L3r 2!dt21 dr22m1L3r 2 1dz2G1 1r 2 dw2 ~50!
































For d50 the original 211 BTZ space–time is recovered. It is also recovered at ther 251 fixed
























2!@5 cos2~d!1r 4 sin2~d!#%.
The original BTZ solution described a black hole of massm urrounded by a cosmological flui
with parameters 8pr52L3 , 8ppr58ppw5L3 . From Eq.~54! it is clear that the cosmologica
fluid is still present but scaled byF, and that in addition a new fluid has been added. Fod
























At infinity, the new solution describes an empty vacuum in contrast to the cosmological va
found in the BTZ asymptotic limit. The original BTZ solution had constant negative curva










We have shown that the simple one parameter Ehlers–Geroch transform can be app
space–times with anisotropic matter content for two different stress-energy situations. Th
malism broadens the way in which anisotropy can be introduced and studied with relation
Killing symmetry of the space–time. The formalism was applied to the simple lift of the B
solution and when the new 311 solution was projected back to 211, a different static 211
solution was obtained. It describes a 211 black hole with a horizon at the same position as
original BTZ horizon but with an additional fluid atmosphere. The asymptotic structure of the
solutions is very different. This result suggests that it would be useful to develop the formali
dimensions higher than 311, and use the projection technique to generate and study the res
anisotropic 311 solutions. Another generalization which could prove interesting is to broade
fixed point structure of the projective transform. The fixed points described by Eq.~6! are l
561, as discussed previously. When using the Ehlers–Geroch method with a spacelike
vector, generalizing the projective transform by placing the fixed points atl5L2 offers a better
chance of interpreting the fixed points and would broaden the applicability of the method.
In summary, the solution generating method developed here preserves specific Killing
metries while creating new anisotropic solutions. These solutions may be useful for investi
relativistic behavior at the density extremes.
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